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METHODS AND APPARATUS FOR RECOGNIZED WORD REGISTRATION
IN ACCORDANCE WITH SPEECH RECOGNITION

Field of the Invention

The present invention relates to a method for customizing a speech recognition

5 dictionary, and in particular to a speech recognition dictionary customizing method

whereby the procedures required of a user when registering words in a speech recognition

dictionary are reduced.

Background of the Invention

Conventionally, for speech recognition performed for a specific language, such as

10 Japanese, when a user registers a word that can be identified, for the word inscription,

1. the sounds-like spelling of the word (includes use of Kanji and alphabetical

characters) is entered; and

2. a plurality of base forms (pronunciations) expected from the sounds-like spelling

are compared with the user's pronunciation of the word, and the base form receiving the

15 highest evaluation, one exceeding a predetermined threshold value, is adopted and is

registered in the speech recognition dictionary.

In order to reduce the work that is required for a user during the registration phase,

the key strokes used for a kana/kanji entry may be obtained to reduce the labor required

to input the sounds-like spelling. However, when kana/kanji is not employed, or when,

20 as in an English word, the sounds-like spelling can not be conveyed by entering a key

stroke, the above method can not be used.

Further, in many cases in Japanese, the reading (ofkana) does not have a one to one

correspondence with the pronunciation, and if base forms are not selected in accordance

with information acquired from the actual pronunciation of words, a high speech

25 recognition accuracy can not be maintained. For example, in Japanese, a plurality of

pronunciations may be applied for a single reading. In English, such readings do not
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exist, but when the spelling is used as a replacement for Japanese reading, the word

"vase," for example, has two pronunciations: "va-z" and "veis." As another example, a

different base form must be prepared even for the same sounds-like spelling; Chinese

characters coded 312 of Fig. 6 mean a calf and Chinese characters coded 314 of Fig. 6

mean a lecturer. Both of them can be shown the same reading by printing "Kana" 316.

However, a pronunciation of 3 12 is "koushi" but a pronunciation of 3 14 is "koo:shi."

As is shown in Figs. 13 and 14, according to conventional speech recognition

software, a word 501 to be registered is specified, the sounds-like spelling and

pronunciation of the word 501 are entered in fields 507 and 509 of an input panel 500,

and the actual pronunciation of the word 501 is thereafter obtained while a recording

button 503 is depressed. In this manner, for speech recognition, the word is registered in

a speech recognition dictionary.

The voice information that is entered is compared with each of a plurality of

corresponding sounds-like spellings, and a check is performed to determine whether the

value of the highest evaluation for a base form exceeds a predetermined threshold value.

If the value of the highest evaluation for the base form exceeds the predetermined

threshold value, the pertinent base form is registered in the speech recognition dictionary,

with the word 501, the sounds-like spelling 507 and the pronunciation 509.

When the value of the highest evaluation for the base form does not exceed the

predetermined threshold value, a panel 520 is displayed that requests a user to again enter

the pronunciation of the word 501, and based on the voice information that is input,

another check is performed to determine whether the value of the evaluation for the

pertinent base form exceeds the predetermined threshold value. This process must be

repeated until the value of the evaluation for the pertinent base form exceeds the

predetermined threshold value, and this is the source ofmuch trouble for a user.
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Summary of the Invention

It is, therefore, one object of the present invention to provide a speech recognition

system that can maintain speech recognition accuracy when a new word is being

registered in a speech recognition dictionary, and that can reduce, to the greatest extent

possible, the work associated with the recording of a user's voice.

It is another object of the present invention to provide a speech recognition system

that can reduce, to the extent possible and in order to limit the resources that are required,

the amount of information that is needed when a user's voice is registered.

It is an additional object of the present invention to provide a speech recognition

system that is easy to use and that enables a user to intuitively understand an obtained

result.

A sounds-like spelling group is generated in which scores are used for word

descriptions. A user selects a correct sounds-like spelling from a generated sounds-like

spelling group, and a group of base forms is generated with scores provided for the

selected sounds-like spelling and the reading of the word. In this fashion, a base form

having a score that exceeds a reference value is registered without a voice recording being

required. During the speech recognition process as performed by a user, when a

predetermined error state is detected, e.g., when the number of recognition errors exceeds

N, a panel is output requesting that the user register the inscription, the sounds-like

spelling and the pronunciation inscription for the word and that the user record a

corresponding pronunciation. In accordance with the pronunciation provided by the user,

the base form is obtained and is re-registered in the speech recognition dictionary.

According to one aspect of the present invention, provided is a recognized word

registration method, for a speech recognition apparatus that includes a display screen and

a voice input device, comprises the steps of:

(a) obtaining a word inscription specified by a user;

(b) searching a word dictionary to obtain a sounds-like spelling corresponding to the

word inscription;
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(c) searching a pronunciation dictionary to obtain a base form corresponding to the

sounds-like spelling that has been obtained; and

(d) registering the base form in a speech recognition dictionary.

According to one more aspect of the present invention, provided is a recognized

5 word registration method, for a speech recognition apparatus that includes a display

screen and a voice input device, comprises the steps of:

(a) obtaining a word inscription specified by a user;

(b) searching a word dictionary to obtain a plurality of sounds-like spellings that

correspond to the word inscription and sounds-like spelling scores that correspond to the

10 sounds-like spellings;

(c) displaying the plurality of sounds-like spellings for the user;

(d) obtaining the sounds-like spelling that is selected by the user from among the

plurality of sounds-like spellings;

(e) searching a pronunciation dictionary to obtain a base form and a pronunciation

1 5 score corresponding to the sounds-like spelling that has been obtained;

(f) determining whether the pronunciation score exceeds a predetermined threshold

value; and

(g) registering the base form in a speech recognition dictionary when the pronunciation

score exceeds the predetermined threshold value.

20 According to another aspect of the present invention, provided is a recognized word

registration method, for a speech recognition apparatus that includes a display screen and

a voice input device, comprises the steps of:

(a) determining whether first voice information obtained for a user's voice matches a

predetermined condition;

25 (b) displaying on the display screen, when the voice information matches the

predetermined condition, a speech recognition wizard panel that includes a new word

input field and a sounds-like spelling input field;
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(c) obtaining a new word and a sounds-like spelling that are entered in the speech

recognition wizard panel;

(d) obtaining second voice information based on the user
!

s pronunciation provided for

the new word and the sounds-like spelling;

5 (e) employing the second voice information, the new word and the sounds-like spelling

to specifically describe abase form; and

(f) adding the base form to a speech recognition dictionary.

According to an additional aspect of the present invention, provided is a recognized

word registration method, for a speech recognition apparatus that includes a display

10 screen and a voice input device, comprises:

an initial registration step, including

(al) obtaining a word inscription specified by a user,

(a2) searching a word dictionary to obtain a plurality of sounds-like spellings that

correspond to the word inscription and sounds-like spelling scores that correspond to the

1 5 sounds-like spellings,

(a3) displaying the plurality of sounds-like spellings for the user,

(a4) obtaining the sounds-like spelling that is selected by the user from among the

plurality of sounds-like spellings,

(a5) searching a pronunciation dictionary to obtain a base form and a

20 pronunciation score corresponding to the sounds-like spelling that has been obtained,

(a6) determining whether the pronunciation score exceeds a predetermined

threshold value, and

(a7) registering the base form in a speech recognition dictionary when the

pronunciation score exceeds the predetermined threshold value; and

25 a registration step at the speech recognition time, including

(bl) determining whether first voice information obtained for a user's voice

matches a predetermined condition,
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(b2) displaying on the display screen, when the voice information matches the

predetermined condition, a speech recognition wizard panel that includes a new word

input field and a sounds-like spelling input field,

(b3) obtaining a new word and a sounds-like spelling that are entered in the speech

5 recognition wizard panel,

(b4) obtaining second voice information based on the user's pronunciation

provided for the new word and the sounds-like spelling,

(b5) employing the second voice information, the new word and the sounds-like

spelling to specifically describe a second base form, and

1 o (b6) adding the second base form to a speech recognition dictionary.

According to a further aspect of the present invention, provided is a speech

recognition apparatus, which includes a display screen and a voice input device,

comprises:

(a) a recognized word registration unit for obtaining a word inscription specified by a

15 user;

(b) a sounds-like spelling generator for searching a word dictionary to obtain a

sounds-like spelling corresponding to the word inscription;

(c) a base form generator for searching a pronunciation dictionary to obtain a base

form corresponding to the sounds-like spelling that has been obtained; and

20 (d) a speech recognition dictionary in which the base form is registered.

According to one further aspect of the present invention, provided is a speech

recognition apparatus, which includes a display screen and a voice input device,

comprises:

(a) a recognized word registration unit for obtaining a word inscription specified by a

25 user;

(b) a sounds-like spelling generator for searching a word dictionary to obtain a

plurality of sounds-like spellings that correspond to the word inscription and sounds-like

spelling scores that correspond to the sounds-like spellings, and for obtaining the
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sounds-like spelling that is selected by the user from among the plurality of sounds-like

spellings on the display screen;

(c) a base form generator for searching a pronunciation dictionary to obtain a base

form and a pronunciation score corresponding to the sounds-like spelling that has been

obtained; and

(d) a speech recognition dictionary in which the base form is registered when the

pronunciation score exceeds a predetermined threshold value.

According to yet one more aspect of the present invention, provided is a speech

recognition apparatus, which includes a display screen and a voice input device,

comprises:

(a) a recognized word registration unit for determining whether first voice information

obtained for a user's voice matches a predetermined condition;

(b) a speech recognition wizard for displaying on the display screen, when the voice

information matches the predetermined condition, a speech recognition wizard panel that

includes a new word input field and a sounds-like spelling input field;

(c) a voice input unit for obtaining second voice information based on the user's

pronunciation provided for a new word and a sounds-like spelling that are entered in the

speech recognition wizard panel;

(d) a base form generator for employing the second voice information, the new word

and the sounds-like spelling to specifically describe a base form; and

(e) a speech recognition dictionary to which the base form is added.

According to yet another aspect of the present invention, provided is a speech

recognition apparatus comprises:

(a) a display screen;

(b) a voice input unit for entering voice information generated by a user's voice;

(c) a speech recognition engine for recognizing the voice information;

(d) a recognized word registration unit for obtaining a word inscription specified by a

user;
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(e) a sounds-like spelling generator for searching a word dictionary to obtain a

plurality of sounds-like spellings that correspond to the word inscription and sounds-like

spelling scores that correspond to the sounds-like spellings, and for, when one of the

plurality of sounds-like spellings is selected by the user, obtaining the sounds-like

5 spelling that is selected;

(f) a base form generator for searching a pronunciation dictionary to obtain a base

form and a pronunciation score corresponding to the sounds-like spelling that has been

obtained; and

(g) a speech recognition dictionary in which a base form is registered when the

10 pronunciation score exceeds the predetermined threshold value,

(c2) wherein the speech recognition engine determines whether first voice

information obtained for a user's voice matches a predetermined condition, and activates,

when the voice information matches the predetermined condition, a speech recognition

wizard panel that includes a new word input field and a sounds-like spelling input field,

15 (d2) wherein the sounds-like spelling generator obtains second voice information

based on the user's pronunciation provided for a new word and a sounds-like spelling that

are entered in the speech recognition wizard panel;

(e2) wherein the base form generator employs the second voice information, the

new word and the sounds-like spelling to specifically describe a second base form; and

20 (£2) wherein the second base form is stored in the speech recognition dictionary.

According to yet an additional aspect of the present invention, provided is a storage

medium on which is stored a recognized word registration program that is to be executed

by a speech recognition apparatus that includes a display screen and a voice input device,

the recognized word registration program comprising:

25 (a) program code for instructing the speech recognition apparatus to obtain a word

inscription specified by a user;

(b) program code for instructing the speech recognition apparatus to search a word

dictionary to obtain a sounds-like spelling corresponding to the word inscription;
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(c) program code for instructing the speech recognition apparatus to search a

pronunciation dictionary to obtain a base form corresponding to the sounds-like spelling

that has been obtained; and

(d) program code for instructing the speech recognition apparatus to register the base

5 form in a speech recognition dictionary.

According to yet a further aspect of the present invention, provided is a storage

medium on which is stored a recognized word registration program that is to be executed

by a speech recognition apparatus that includes a display screen and a voice input device,

the recognized word registration program comprising:

10 (a) program code for instructing the speech recognition apparatus to obtain a word

inscription specified by a user;

(b) program code for instructing the speech recognition apparatus to search a word

dictionary to obtain a plurality of sounds-like spellings that correspond to the word

inscription and sounds-like spelling scores that correspond to the sounds-like spellings;

15 (c) program code for instructing the speech recognition apparatus to display the

plurality of sounds-like spellings for the user;

(d) program code for instructing the speech recognition apparatus to obtain the

sounds-like spelling that is selected by the user from among the plurality of sounds-like

spellings;

20 (e) program code for instructing the speech recognition apparatus to search a

pronunciation dictionary to obtain a base form and a pronunciation score corresponding

to the sounds-like spelling that has been obtained;

(f) program code for instructing the speech recognition apparatus to determine whether

the pronunciation score exceeds a predetermined threshold value; and

25 (g) program code for instructing the speech recognition apparatus to register the base

form in a speech recognition dictionary when the pronunciation score exceeds the

predetermined threshold value.
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According to yet one further aspect of the present invention, provided is a storage

medium on which is stored a speech recognition process program that is to be executed

by a speech recognition apparatus that includes a display screen and a voice input device,

the speech recognition process program comprising:

(a) program code for instructing the speech recognition apparatus to determine whether

first voice information obtained for a user's voice matches a predetermined condition;

(b) program code for instructing the speech recognition apparatus to display on the

display screen, when the voice information matches the predetermined condition, a

speech recognition wizard panel that includes a new word input field and a sounds-like

spelling input field;

(c) program code for instructing the speech recognition apparatus to obtain a new word

and a sounds-like spelling that are entered in the speech recognition wizard panel;

(d) program code for instructing the speech recognition apparatus to obtain second

voice information based on the user's pronunciation provided for the new word and the

sounds-like spelling;

(e) program code for instructing the speech recognition apparatus to employ the second

voice information, the new word and the sounds-like spelling to specifically describe a

base form; and

(f) program code for instructing the speech recognition apparatus to add the base form

to a speech recognition dictionary.

According to yet one further aspect of the present invention, provided is a storage

medium on which is stored a speech recognition process program that is to be executed

by a speech recognition apparatus that includes a display screen and a voice input device,

the speech recognition process program comprising:

(a) program code for instructing the speech recognition apparatus to obtain a word

inscription specified by a user;
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(b) program code for instructing the speech recognition apparatus to search a word

dictionary to obtain a plurality of sounds-like spellings that correspond to the word

inscription and sounds-like spelling scores that correspond to the sounds-like spellings;

(c) program code for instructing the speech recognition apparatus to display the

5 plurality of sounds-like spellings for the user;

(d) program code for instructing the speech recognition apparatus to obtain the

sounds-like spelling that is selected by the user from among the plurality of sounds-like

spellings;

(e) program code for instructing the speech recognition apparatus to search a

10 pronunciation dictionary to obtain a base form and a pronunciation score corresponding

to the sounds-like spelling that has been obtained;

(f) program code for instructing the speech recognition apparatus to determine whether

the pronunciation score exceeds a predetermined threshold value;

(g) program code for instructing the speech recognition apparatus to register the base

15 form in a speech recognition dictionary when the pronunciation score exceeds the

predetermined threshold value;

(h) program code for instructing the speech recognition apparatus to determine whether

first voice information obtained for a user's voice matches a predetermined condition;

(i) program code for instructing the speech recognition apparatus to display on the

20 display screen, when the voice information matches the predetermined condition, a

speech recognition wizard panel that includes a new word input field and a sounds-like

spelling input field;

(j)
program code for instructing the speech recognition apparatus to obtain a new word

and a sounds-like spelling that are entered in the speech recognition wizard panel;

25 (k) program code for instructing the speech recognition apparatus to obtain second

voice information based on the user's pronunciation provided for the new word and the

sounds-like spelling;
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(1) program code for instructing the speech recognition apparatus to employ the second

voice information, the new word and the sounds-like spelling to specifically describe a

second base form; and

(m) program code for instructing the speech recognition apparatus to add the second

5 base form to a speech recognition dictionary.

These and other objects, features and advantages of the present invention will

become apparent from the following detailed description of illustrative embodiments

thereof, which is to be read in connection with the accompanying drawings.

Brief Description of the Drawings

10 Fig. 1 is a conceptual diagram for explaining the outline of the recognized word

registration processing for a preferred embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 2 is a conceptual diagram for explaining the outline of the recognized word

registration processing for a preferred embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 3 is a block diagram illustrating an example hardware arrangement for a speech

1 5 recognition apparatus according to the present invention.

Fig. 4 is a block diagram showing the components of a speech recognition system

according to an embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 5 is a conceptual diagram showing a word dictionary according to an

embodiment of the present invention.

20 Fig. 6 is a conceptual diagram showing a pronunciation dictionary according to an

embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 7 is a flowchart showing the recognized word registration processing

performed for an embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 8 is a conceptual diagram showing the user interface of a recognized word

25 registration unit according to an embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 9 is a conceptual diagram showing the user interface of the recognized word

registration unit according to an embodiment of the present invention.
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Fig. 10 is a conceptual diagram showing the user interface of the recognized word

registration unit according to an embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 11 is a flowchart showing the speech recognition processing performed for the

embodiment of an present invention.

Fig. 12 is a conceptual diagram showing the user interface of a speech recognition

wizard for an embodiment of the present invention.

Fig. 13 is a conceptual diagram for explaining the outline of the conventional

recognized word registration processing.

Fig. 14 is a conceptual diagram for explaining the outline of the conventional

recognized word registration processing.

Detailed Description of Preferred Embodiments

A. Speech Recognition Processing

Figs. 1 and 2 are conceptual diagrams for explaining the outline of the speech

recognition processing for a preferred embodiment of the present invention. In this

embodiment, a method used for Text-To-Speech is employed to generate, from a word

inscription 401, a set consisting of a sounds-like spelling group 407 and a pronunciation

inscription 409 for which scores are provided. A user selects a correct sounds-like

spelling from the sounds-like spelling group 407.

A base form group with accompanying scores is generated from the inscription and

the sounds-like spelling, and a base form having a score that exceeds a reference value is

registered in a speech recognition dictionary 231 without a voice having to be recorded.

Then, in the actual speech recognition process, when a specific error state is

detected, e.g., when the number of recognition errors exceeds N, the voice of a user is

recorded, and the base form as it is actually pronounced is obtained and is re-registered in

the speech recognition dictionary. The re-registered base form is employed for the next

speech recognition process.
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B. Hardware Arrangement

Fig. 3 is a diagram showing a hardware arrangement for a speech recognition

system 100 according to the present invention. The speech recognition system 100

comprises a central processing apparatus (CPU) 1 and a memory 4. The CPU 1 and the

5 memory 4 are connected by a bus 2 to hard disk drives 13 and 30, which are auxiliary

storage devices. A floppy disk drive 20 (or a storage medium drive 26, 28, 29 or 30, such

as an MO 28 or a CD-ROM 26 or 29) is connected to the bus 2 via a floppy disk

controller 19 (or an IDE controller 25 or a SCSI controller 27).

A floppy disk (or another storage medium, such as an MO or a CD disk) is inserted

10 into the floppy disk drive 20 (or into the storage medium driver 26, 28, 29 or 30, such as

an MO or a CD-ROM), and code or data is read for a computer program, which interacts

with an operating system and which issues instructions to the CPU 1 for carrying out the

present invention, that is stored on the floppy disk, or on the hard disk drive 13 or in a

ROM 14, The code for this computer program, which is executed by loading it into the

15 memory 4, can either be compressed or can be divided into multiple segments for storage

on multiple storage mediums.

The speech recognition system 100 further comprises user interface hardware

components. These user interface hardware components include a pointing device (a

mouse, a joystick or a track ball) 7, for entering on-screen positioning information; a

20 keyboard 6, for keying in data; and display devices 11 and 12, for providing visual data

for a user. A loudspeaker 23 is used to receive audio signals from an audio controller 21

via an amplifier 22, and to output the signals as sound. A voice input device or

microphone 24 is also provided for inputting speech.

The speech recognition system 100 of the present invention can communicate with

25 another computer via a serial port 15 and a modem, or via a communication adapter 18,

such as one for a token ring.

The present invention can be carried by a common personal computer (PC); by a

workstation; by a computer incorporated in a television set, a facsimile machine or
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another electrical home appliance; by a computer (car navigation system, etc.) mounted in

a vehicle or an airplane; or by a combination of the components described above. It

should be noted, however, that these components are merely examples, and that not all of

them are required for the present invention. In particular, since the present invention

5 relates to the customizing of a speech recognition dictionary, the components, such as the

serial port 15 and the parallel port 16, are not necessarily required for the present

invention.

A preferable operating system for the speech recognition system 100 is one that

supports a GUI multi-window environment, such as WindowsNT, Windows9x or

1 0 Windows3 .x (trademarks of Microsoft), OS/2 (a trademark of IBM), MacOS (a trademark

of Apple Corp.), Linux (a trademark of Linus Torvalds), or the X-WINDOW system (a

trademark of MIT) on AIX (a trademark of IBM); one that runs in a character-based

environment, such as PC-DOS (a trademark of IBM) or MS-DOS (a trademark of

Microsoft); a real-time OS, such as OS/Open (a trademark of IBM) or VxWorks (a

15 trademark of Wind River Systems, Inc.); or an OS that is incorporated in a network

computer, such as JavaOS. However, the operating system for the present invention is

not specifically limited.

C. System Configuration

Fig. 4 is a functional block diagram illustrating the components of a speech

20 recognition system according to a preferred embodiment of the present invention.

The speech recognition system of this embodiment comprises; a recognized word

registration unit 201, a speech recognition engine 203, a sounds-like spelling generator

205, a base form generator 207, a voice input unit 209, a speech recognition wizard 21 1, a

speech recognition dictionary 231, a word dictionary 233, and a pronunciation dictionary

25 235.

The recognized word registration unit 201 interacts with an operating system to

control the display of a user's entry or various information required for the word
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registration process in this invention. The recognized word registration unit 201 also

controls the other components, including the sounds-like spelling generator 205.

The speech recognition engine 203 employs a speech recognition dictionary to

analyze actual voice information that is input, and outputs text data. Further, the speech

5 recognition engine 203 detects predetermined speech recognition errors, and activates the

speech recognition wizard 211.

The sounds-like spelling generator 205 receives character description data for a

word from the recognized word registration unit 201, and uses the word dictionary 233 to

search for the sounds-like spelling and the score that correspond to the character

10 description data. The sounds-like spelling generator 205 can also correct the sounds-like

spelling or the score based on a predetermined logic. The sounds-like spelling and the

score for a word can be set in accordance with statistic information, such as the

probability of an occurrence, and an empirical value.

Fig. 5 is a conceptual diagram showing the word dictionary 233 for an embodiment

15 of the present invention. As is shown in Fig. 5, a word inscription 301, a sounds-like

spelling 303, a pronunciation inscription 305 and a sounds-like spelling score 307 are

managed in the word dictionary 233.

The base form generator 207 searches the pronunciation dictionary 235 by using

word inscription and sounds-like spelling information that are input, and outputs a

20 corresponding base form and a pronunciation score. In addition, the base form generator

207 employs a predetermined logic to correct a pronunciation score. The pronunciation

score can be set based on statistical information, such as the probability of an occurrence

and an empirical value. A function value based on the sounds-like spelling score and the

pronunciation score, such as the sounds-like spelling score x the pronunciation score, can

25 be set as the score for a base form corresponding to the word inscription.

Fig. 6 is a conceptual diagram showing the pronunciation dictionary 235 according

to an embodiment of the present invention. As is shown in Fig. 6, a pronunciation
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inscription 311, a base form 313 and a pronunciation score 315 are managed in the

pronunciation dictionary 235.

The voice input unit 209 fetches voice information from the user into the system.

The speech recognition wizard 211 employs voice information acquired by the

5 entry of a user' s voice to determine a base form that corresponds to the word inscription.

The functional blocks in Fig. 4 have been explained. These functional blocks are

logical blocks. This does not mean that they must each be implemented by a hardware

unit or a software unit; rather, they can be implemented by employing a combination

composed ofcommon hardware and software.

10 D. Word Registration Processing

The recognized word registration processing for this embodiment will now be

described while referring to Fig. 7. It is to be appreciated that Figs. 8, 9 and 10 illustrate

the user interface of a recognized word registration unit according to an embodiment of

the present invention. As is shown in Fig. 7 in the user interface of the recognized word

15 registration unit 201 for this embodiment, the recognized word registration unit 201

obtains in the word registration field 401 the inscription of a word that a user desires to

enter (step 453).

The input word inscription is then transmitted to the sounds-like spelling generator

205, which thereafter conducts a search of the word dictionary 233 (step 455). The

20 sounds-like spelling generator 205 obtains the sounds-like spelling 303, the pronunciation

inscription 305 and the sounds-like spelling score 307 that correspond to the word

inscription (step 457). When a predetermined condition is matched, the obtained

sounds-like spelling score 307 can be corrected using the logic of the sounds-like spelling

generator 205.

25 When, for example, the inscription consists of only kana characters and no sound is

definitely prolonged, the sounds-like spelling score is corrected to 1. Further, even when

a word that matches the inscription is present in the dictionary, if the speech recognition
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accuracy level of the dictionary is not high (e.g., when a dictionary used for kanji

conversion is employed), and if the sound may be prolonged, the sounds-like spelling

score is lowered.

The sounds-like spelling, the pronunciation inscription and the sounds-like spelling

5 score are returned by the sounds-like spelling generator 205 to the recognized word

registration unit 201, which subsequently determines whether a sounds-like spelling

choice has been generated (step 459). When a sounds-like spelling choice has not been

generated, the recognized word registration unit 201 outputs a message requesting that

the user enter the sounds-like spelling, and acquires the sounds-like spelling 407 and the

10 pronunciation inscription 409 that are input (step 461). Fig. 9 is a diagram showing the

state wherein the user has used the keyboard to enter data in the fields 407 and 409.

When a sounds-like spelling choice is generated, the sounds-like spelling having

the highest score is displayed in the sounds-like spelling field 407, and its pronunciation

inscription is displayed in the pronunciation inscription field 409. In addition, as is

15 shown in Fig. 10, the user is permitted to select a sounds-like spelling from among a

number displayed on a pull-down menu in the order that corresponds to their scores (step

463).

The user confirms the sounds-like spelling currently displayed in the sounds-like

spelling field 407 and the pronunciation inscription currently displayed in the

20 pronunciation inscription field 409. If these are not correct, the user selects other display

entries or uses the keyboard to correct the current entries.

When the user depresses a "register word" button 403 while the correct sounds-like

spelling and the correct pronunciation inscription are shown in the fields 407 and 409 in a

registered word recognition panel 400, the recognized word registration unit 201 obtains

25 a set consisting of the word inscription 401, the sounds-like spelling 407 and the

pronunciation inscription 409, and transmits this set to the base form generator 207. If

the input sounds-like spelling is inappropriate, a message is output requesting that the

user correct the input.
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Based on the information set, the base form generator 207 conducts a search of the

pronunciation dictionary 235, and obtains corresponding base forms and pronunciation

scores. In this embodiment, the word inscription and the pronunciation inscription are

employed to correct the pronunciation score.

5 Among the base forms that are obtained (step 465), one for which the score exceeds

a predetermined threshold value is registered in the speech recognition dictionary with its

inscription and its sounds-like spelling (step 467). In this manner, a new word can be

registered in the speech recognition dictionary, without a recording of a user's voice

being required.

10 E. Speech Recognition Processing

The speech recognition processing for this embodiment will now be described

while referring to Fig. 11. First, the speech recognition engine 203 is activated by a user

and then the voice input unit 209 is employed by the user to enter voice generated

information. The speech recognition engine 203 employs the speech recognition

15 dictionary 231 and a well known speech recognition method to identify the voice

information that was input, and then outputs text data.

In the speech recognition process, when the speech recognition engine 203 detects a

predetermined error (step 483), a check is performed to determine whether the error

matches a predetermined condition (steps 485 and 487). The predetermined condition

20 can be, for example:

1. the rejection of the base form because it has a low score (e.g., it can be rejected

three times);

2. the repetition of a correction for the same word a plurality of times (e.g., twice);

3. the repetition of an erroneous recognition a plurality of times (e.g., three times).

25 In such a case, a method can be employed for providing an error counter for each

word for which errors are detected and for counting the errors.
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When the error matches the condition, the speech recognition engine 203 activates

the speech recognition wizard 211, and halts the process until the use of the speech

recognition wizard 21 1 has been terminated (step 489).

The speech recognition wizard 211 can select a base form corresponding to a

5 recognized word in the same manner as that employed for the conventional recognized

word registration method explained while referring to Figs. 13 and 14. Fig. 12 is a

conceptual diagram illustrating the user interface of the speech recognition wizard 211 in

this embodiment. As is shown in Fig. 12, a user enters a sounds-like spelling and a

pronunciation inscription in a sounds-like spelling field 601 and a pronunciation

1 0 inscription field 603 provided on the speech recognition wizard 211. When the user then

depresses a record button (not shown: when the record button is depressed, it disappears,

and a message, "recording," is displayed) and voices the word, voice information is

obtained and the fluctuation of the voice of the user is reflected in the base form. As a

result, the word can be registered in the speech recognition dictionary, and can be

1 5 employed later for speech recognition.

As is described above, even with the method of the present invention, cases exist

where the recording of voices must finally be performed. Such a case may be one where

a speaker has a local dialect, or where a speaker uses a pronunciation that is far from

standard. In most cases, however, a user can register a word and terminate the processing

20 without having to make a voice recording. Compared with the conventional registration

method for which a voice recording is required, the method of the present invention can

considerably reduce the amount of work required of a user. Furthermore, when a

recognition error is detected, the user is automatically requested to record his or her

voice, so that a reduction in the recognition accuracy can be avoided.

25 In the above description, Japanese is employed for better understanding; however,

application ofthe present invention is not limited to Japanese, and basically it can be used

for all languages. This is possible because to employ the present invention for another
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language, all that is required is an appropriate sounds-like spelling generator, base form

generator and speech recognition engine that have been prepared for the target language.

In this case, a standardized sounds-like spelling inscription system used for an

individual country must be employed; for example, "hiragana" for Japanese, Pinyin for

Chinese, JuYin for Formosan, and Hangul for Korean. Since a common sounds-like

spelling inscription system is not employed for European languages other than English,

however, when the present invention is applied for such European languages it must be so

modified that it can deal with the inconsistencies in the sounds-like spelling inscription

systems.

As is described above, according to the present invention, speech recognition

accuracy can be maintained while reducing, to the greatest extent possible, the work

associated with the recording of a user's voice.

Although illustrative embodiments of the present invention have been described

herein with reference to the accompanying drawings, it is to be understood that the

invention is not limited to those precise embodiments, and that various other changes and

modifications may be affected therein by one skilled in the art without departing from the

scope or spirit of the invention.
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Claims

What is claimed is:

1. A recognized word registration method, for a speech recognition apparatus

that includes a display screen and a voice input device, comprising the steps of:

(a) obtaining a word inscription specified by a user;

(b) searching a word dictionary to obtain a sounds-like spelling corresponding to

said word inscription;

(c) searching a pronunciation dictionary to obtain a base form corresponding to

said sounds-like spelling that has been obtained; and

(d) registering said base form in a speech recognition dictionary.

2. A recognized word registration method, for a speech recognition apparatus

that includes a display screen and a voice input device, comprising the steps of:

(a) obtaining a word inscription specified by a user;

(b) searching a word dictionary to obtain a plurality of sounds-like spellings that

correspond to said word inscription and sounds-like spelling scores that correspond to

said sounds-like spellings;

(c) displaying said plurality of sounds-like spellings for said user;

(d) obtaining said sounds-like spelling that is selected by said user from among

said plurality of sounds-like spellings;

(e) searching a pronunciation dictionary to obtain a base form and a

pronunciation score corresponding to said sounds-like spelling that has been obtained;

(f) determining whether said pronunciation score exceeds a predetermined

threshold value; and

(g) registering said base form in a speech recognition dictionary when said

pronunciation score exceeds said predetermined threshold value.
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3. A recognized word registration method, for a speech recognition apparatus

that includes a display screen and a voice input device, comprising the steps of:

(a) determining whether first voice information obtained for a user's voice

matches a predetermined condition;

(b) displaying on said display screen, when said voice information matches said

predetermined condition, a speech recognition wizard panel that includes a new word

input field and a sounds-like spelling input field;

(c) obtaining a new word and a sounds-like spelling that are entered in said

speech recognition wizard panel;

(d) obtaining second voice information based on said user's pronunciation

provided for said new word and said sounds-like spelling;

(e) employing said second voice information, said new word and said

sounds-like spelling to specifically describe a base form; and

(f) adding said base form to a speech recognition dictionary.

4. A recognized word registration method, for a speech recognition apparatus

that includes a display screen and a voice input device, comprising:

an initial registration step, including

(al) obtaining a word inscription specified by a user,

(a2) searching a word dictionary to obtain a plurality of sounds-like spellings that

correspond to said word inscription and sounds-like spelling scores that correspond to

said sounds-like spellings,

(a3) displaying said plurality of sounds-like spellings for said user,

(a4) obtaining said sounds-like spelling that is selected by said user from among

said plurality of sounds-like spellings,

(a5) searching a pronunciation dictionary to obtain a base form and a

pronunciation score corresponding to said sounds-like spelling that has been obtained,
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(a6) determining whether said pronunciation score exceeds a predetermined

threshold value, and

(a7) registering said base form in a speech recognition dictionary when said

pronunciation score exceeds said predetermined threshold value; and

a registration step at the speech recognition time, including

(bl) determining whether first voice information obtained for a user's voice

matches a predetermined condition,

(b2) displaying on said display screen, when said voice information matches said

predetermined condition, a speech recognition wizard panel that includes a new word

input field and a sounds-like spelling input field,

(b3) obtaining a new word and a sounds-like spelling that are entered in said

speech recognition wizard panel,

(b4) obtaining second voice information based on said user's pronunciation

provided for said new word and said sounds-like spelling,

(b5) employing said second voice information, said new word and said

sounds-like spelling to specifically describe a second base form, and

(b6) adding said second base form to a speech recognition dictionary.

5. A speech recognition apparatus, which includes a display screen and a voice

input device, comprising:

(a) a recognized word registration unit for obtaining a word inscription specified

by a user;

(b) a sounds-like spelling generator for searching a word dictionary to obtain a

sounds-like spelling corresponding to said word inscription;

(c) a base form generator for searching a pronunciation dictionary to obtain a

base form corresponding to said sounds-like spelling that has been obtained; and

(d) a speech recognition dictionary in which said base form is registered.
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6. A speech recognition apparatus, which includes a display screen and a voice

input device, comprising:

(a) a recognized word registration unit for obtaining a word inscription specified

by a user;

5 (b) a sounds-like spelling generator for searching a word dictionary to obtain a

plurality of sounds-like spellings that correspond to said word inscription and sounds-like

spelling scores that correspond to said sounds-like spellings, and for obtaining said

sounds-like spelling that is selected by said user from among said plurality of sounds-like

spellings on said display screen;

10 (c) a base form generator for searching a pronunciation dictionary to obtain a

base form and a pronunciation score corresponding to said sounds-like spelling that has

been obtained; and

(d) a speech recognition dictionary in which said base form is registered when

said pronunciation score exceeds a predetermined threshold value.

15 7. A speech recognition apparatus, which includes a display screen and a voice

input device, comprising:

(a) a recognized word registration unit for determining whether first voice

information obtained for a user's voice matches a predetermined condition;

(b) a speech recognition wizard for displaying on said display screen, when said

20 voice information matches said predetermined condition, a speech recognition wizard

panel that includes a new word input field and a sounds-like spelling input field;

(c) a voice input unit for obtaining second voice information based on said user's

pronunciation provided for a new word and a sounds-like spelling that are entered in said

speech recognition wizard panel;

25 (d) a base form generator for employing said second voice information, said new

word and said sounds-like spelling to specifically describe a base form; and

(e) a speech recognition dictionary to which said base form is added.
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8. A speech recognition apparatus comprising:

(a) a display screen;

(b) a voice input unit for entering voice information generated by a user's voice;

(c) a speech recognition engine for recognizing said voice information;

(d) a recognized word registration unit for obtaining a word inscription specified

by a user;

(e) a sounds-like spelling generator for searching a word dictionary to obtain a

plurality of sounds-like spellings that correspond to said word inscription and sounds-like

spelling scores that correspond to said sounds-like spellings, and for, when one of said

plurality of sounds-like spellings is selected by said user, obtaining said sounds-like

spelling that is selected;

(f) a base form generator for searching a pronunciation dictionary to obtain a

base form and a pronunciation score corresponding to said sounds-like spelling that has

been obtained; and

(g) a speech recognition dictionary in which a base form is registered when said

pronunciation score exceeds said predetermined threshold value,

(c2) wherein said speech recognition engine determines whether first voice

information obtained for a user's voice matches a predetermined condition, and activates,

when said voice information matches said predetermined condition, a speech recognition

wizard panel that includes a new word input field and a sounds-like spelling input field,

(d2) wherein said sounds-like spelling generator obtains second voice

information based on said user's pronunciation provided for a new word and a

sounds-like spelling that are entered in said speech recognition wizard panel;

(e2) wherein said base form generator employs said second voice

information, said new word and said sounds-like spelling to specifically describe a

second base form; and
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(f2) wherein said second base form is stored in said speech recognition

dictionary.

9. A storage medium on which is stored a recognized word registration program

that is to be executed by a speech recognition apparatus that includes a display screen and

5 a voice input device, said recognized word registration program comprising:

(a) program code for instructing said speech recognition apparatus to obtain a

word inscription specified by a user;

(b) program code for instructing said speech recognition apparatus to search a

word dictionary to obtain a sounds-like spelling corresponding to said word inscription;

10 (c) program code for instructing said speech recognition apparatus to search a

pronunciation dictionary to obtain a base form corresponding to said sounds-like spelling

that has been obtained; and

(d) program code for instructing said speech recognition apparatus to register

said base form in a speech recognition dictionary.

15 10. A storage medium on which is stored a recognized word registration program

that is to be executed by a speech recognition apparatus that includes a display screen and

a voice input device, said recognized word registration program comprising:

(a) program code for instructing said speech recognition apparatus to obtain a

word inscription specified by a user;

20 (b) program code for instructing said speech recognition apparatus to search a

word dictionary to obtain a plurality of sounds-like spellings that correspond to said word

inscription and sounds-like spelling scores that correspond to said sounds-like spellings;

(c) program code for instructing said speech recognition apparatus to display said

plurality of sounds-like spellings for said user;
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(d) program code for instructing said speech recognition apparatus to obtain said

sounds-like spelling that is selected by said user from among said plurality of sounds-like

spellings;

(e) program code for instructing said speech recognition apparatus to search a

5 pronunciation dictionary to obtain a base form and a pronunciation score corresponding

to said sounds-like spelling that has been obtained;

(f) program code for instructing said speech recognition apparatus to determine

whether said pronunciation score exceeds a predetermined threshold value; and

(g) program code for instructing said speech recognition apparatus to register

10 said base form in a speech recognition dictionary when said pronunciation score exceeds

said predetermined threshold value.

11. A storage medium on which is stored a speech recognition process program

that is to be executed by a speech recognition apparatus that includes a display screen and

a voice input device, said speech recognition process program comprising:

15 (a) program code for instructing said speech recognition apparatus to determine

whether first voice information obtained for a user's voice matches a predetermined

condition;

(b) program code for instructing said speech recognition apparatus to display on

said display screen, when said voice information matches said predetermined condition, a

20 speech recognition wizard panel that includes a new word input field and a sounds-like

spelling input field;

(c) program code for instructing said speech recognition apparatus to obtain a

new word and a sounds-like spelling that are entered in said speech recognition wizard

panel;

25 (d) program code for instructing said speech recognition apparatus to obtain

second voice information based on said user's pronunciation provided for said new word

and said sounds-like spelling;
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(e) program code for instructing said speech recognition apparatus to employ

said second voice information, said new word and said sounds-like spelling to

specifically describe a base form; and

(f) program code for instructing said speech recognition apparatus to add said

5 base form to a speech recognition dictionary.

12, A storage medium on which is stored a speech recognition process program

that is to be executed by a speech recognition apparatus that includes a display screen and

a voice input device, said speech recognition process program comprising:

(a) program code for instructing said speech recognition apparatus to obtain a

1 0 word inscription specified by a user;

(b) program code for instructing said speech recognition apparatus to search a

word dictionary to obtain a plurality of sounds-like spellings that correspond to said word

inscription and sounds-like spelling scores that correspond to said sounds-like spellings;

(c) program code for instructing said speech recognition apparatus to display said

15 plurality of sounds-like spellings for said user;

(d) program code for instructing said speech recognition apparatus to obtain said

sounds-like spelling that is selected by said user from among said plurality of sounds-like

spellings;

(e) program code for instructing said speech recognition apparatus to search a

20 pronunciation dictionary to obtain a base form and a pronunciation score corresponding

to said sounds-like spelling that has been obtained;

(f) program code for instructing said speech recognition apparatus to determine

whether said pronunciation score exceeds a predetermined threshold value;

(g) program code for instructing said speech recognition apparatus to register

25 said base form in a speech recognition dictionary when said pronunciation score exceeds

said predetermined threshold value;
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(h) program code for instructing said speech recognition apparatus to determine

whether first voice information obtained for a user's voice matches a predetermined

condition;

(i) program code for instructing said speech recognition apparatus to display on

5 said display screen, when said voice information matches said predetermined condition, a

speech recognition wizard panel that includes a new word input field and a sounds-like

spelling input field;

(j) program code for instructing said speech recognition apparatus to obtain a

new word and a sounds-like spelling that are entered in said speech recognition wizard

10 panel;

(k) program code for instructing said speech recognition apparatus to obtain

second voice information based on said user's pronunciation provided for said new word

and said sounds-like spelling;

(1) program code for instructing said speech recognition apparatus to employ

15 said second voice information, said new word and said sounds-like spelling to

specifically describe a second base form; and

(m) program code for instructing said speech recognition apparatus to add said

second base form to a speech recognition dictionary.
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METHODS AND APPARATUS FOR RECOGNIZED WORD REGISTRATION
IN ACCORDANCE WITH SPEECH RECOGNITION

Abstract of the Disclosure

A sounds-like spelling group is generated in which scores are used for word

5 descriptions. A user selects a correct sounds-like spelling from a generated sounds-like

spelling group, and a group of base forms is generated with scores provided for the

selected sounds-like spelling and the reading of the word. In this fashion, a base form

having a score that exceeds a reference value is registered without a voice recording being

required. During the speech recognition process as performed by a user, when a

10 predetermined error state is detected, e.g., when the number of recognition errors exceeds

N, a panel is output requesting that the user register the inscription, the sounds-like

spelling and the pronunciation inscription for the word and that the user record a

corresponding pronunciation. In accordance with the pronunciation provided by the user,

the base form is obtained and is re-registered in the speech recognition dictionary.

15 1500-127-APP
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and to the examination of this application in accordance with Title 37, Code of Federal Regulations §1.56. I hereby claim foreign

priority benefits under Title 35, U.S. Code §1 19(a)-(d) or §365(b) of any foreign application(s) for patent or inventor's certificate,

or §365(a) ofany PCT international application which designated at least one country other than the United States, or § 1 19(e) ofany

United States provisional application(s), listed below and have also identified below any foreign applications for patent or inventor'

s

certificate having a filing date before that of the application on which priority is claimed:

Priority Claimed :

iai-257429 Japan September 10. 1999 Yes [X] No[ ]

(Application Number) (Country) (Day/Month/Yearfiled)

St! Yes [ ] No[ ]

(Application Number) (Country) (Day/Month/Yearfiled)

J! I hereby claim the benefit under Title 35, U.S. Code §120, of any United States application(s), or §365(c), of any PCT
International application designating the United States, listed below and, insofar as the subject matter of each of the claims of this

application is not disclosed in the prior United States or PCT International applications(s) in the manner provided by the first

paragraph of Title 35, U.S. Code §1 12, 1 acknowledge the duty to disclose information material to patentability as defined in Title

37jfcode of Federal Regulations §1.56 which became available between the filing date of the prior application and the national or

PCt international filing date of this application:

(Application Serial Number) (Filing Date) (STATUS: patented, pending, abandoned)

(Application Serial Number) (Filing Date) (STATUS: patented, pending, abandoned)

I hereby appoint the following attorneys: MANNY W. SCHECTER, Reg No, 3 1 ,722; LAUREN C. BRUZZONE, Reg. No. 35 ,082; CHRISTOPHER
A. HUGHES, Reg. No. 26,914; EDWARD A. PENNINGTON, Reg No. 32,588; JOHN E. HOEL, Reg No. 26,279; JOSEPH C. REDMOND, Jr., Reg No.

18,753; DOUGLAS W. CAMERON, Reg. No. 31,596; STEPHEN C. KAUFMAN, Reg No. 29,551; MARIAN UNDERWEISER, Reg. No. 46,134; WAYNE
L. ELLENBOGEN, Reg. No. 43,602; ROBERT M. TREPP, Reg. No. 25,933; LOUIS P. HERZBERG, Reg. No. 41,500; LOUIS J. PERCELLO, Reg. No.

33,206; PAUL X OTTERSTEDT, Reg. No. 37,411; DANIEL P. MORRIS, Reg. No. 32,053; and DAVID M. SHOFI, Reg. No. 39,835; each of them of

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORATION, Thomas J. Watson Research Center, P.O. Box 218, Yorktown Heights, New York 10598; to

prosecute this application and to transact all business in the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office connected therewith and with any divisional, continuation,

continuation-in-part, reissue or re-examination application, with full power of appointment and with full power to substitute an associate attorney or agent, and

to receive all patents which may issue thereon, and request that all correspondence be addressed to:

William E. Lewis

RYAN, MASON & LEWIS, LLP
90 Forest Avenue

Locust Valley, NY 11560

Tel.: (516)759-2946
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I HEREBY DECLARE that all statements made herein ofmy own knowledge are true and that all statements made on information

and belief are believed to be true; and forther that these statements were made with the knowledge that willful false statements and

the like so made are punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both, under §1001 of Title 18 U.S. Code and that such willful false

statements may jeopardize the validity of the application or any patent issued thereon.

FULL NAME OF FIRST OR SOLE INVENTOR: Yoshinori Tahara Citizenship Japan

Inventor's signature: Date:

Residence & Post Office address: 1 -20- 1 3-202 Rinkan

Yamato, Kanagawa

Japan

FULL NAME OF SECOND JOINT INVENTOR: Norikazu Ichikawa Citizenship Japan

Inciter's signature: Date:

Residence & Post Office address: 177-304 Shimotsuruma

01 Yamato, Kanagawa

01 Japan

FUEL NAME OF THIRD JOINT INVENTOR: Daisuke Tomoda Citizenship Japan

Invintor's signature: Date:

Refidence & Post Office address: 5- 1 -2-407 Ooka, Minami-ku

O Yokohama-shi, Kanagawa

N Japan

FULL NAME OF FOURTH JOINT INVENTOR: Tetsuva Uda Citizenship Japan

Inventor's signature: Date:

Residence & Post Office address: 3-30-4 Shonandai

Fujisawa, Kanagawa

Japan
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